
Researching and sticking to a proven and repeatable process
Building a team of expert professionals to fill in the gaps in her knowledge and 
focused on long-term gains
Seeking guidance and surrounding herself with investors who were ahead of her 

                           Sarah Larbi is a 9-5’r
turned investor and developer who 
focuses on the Buy, Renovate, Rent, 
Refinance, Repeat (BRRRR) investment strategy. 

Sarah embarked on her real estate investment journey in her late 20’s and over the 
span of 7 years grew a portfolio of 10 properties (with 14 doors) which features a mix 
of long and short-term rentals, including her cottage which she Airbnb’s while she is 
not there. In the Fall of 2020, 7 years after purchasing her first investment property, 
she was able to exit the job world. 

Sarah has   3 keys to success:
1.
2.

3.

Wh   BRRRR worked     for Sarah: The Buy, Renovate, Rent, Refinance, Repeat strategy 
is ideal for those who are looking to become proactive investors and take a hands-on 
approach. BRRR is also one of the most effective ways to grow a real estate 
investment portfolio and/or subsidies your income. BRRRR is an excellent option for 
those looking to invest as a partnership, allowing an individual to bring different 
partners in for different properties. This method also provides flexibility thanks to its 
effectiveness with various home types and locations. 
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